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Abstract8

Abstract- The rapid growth in the usage of the internet had led to many serious security9

issues in the network. The intrusion detection system (IDS) is one of the sophisticated10

defensive systems used to detect the malicious activities happening in the network services11

across the world.Hence, more advanced IDS are been developed in past few years. To improve12

the performance of the IDS, the system has to be trained effectively to increase the efficiency13

and decrease the false alarm rate. To train the system the attributes selection plays the major14

role.This paper evaluates and compares the performance of the intrusion detection systems for15

different feature reduction techniques in high speed networks.16

17

Index terms—18

1 Introduction19

nternet is a global public network. In today’s world, with the rapid increase in the potentials of the Internet,20
business model adopted in the organizations has subsequent change. Every day the people connecting to the21
Internet are also drastically increased. Today’s a very critical business model popularly used is E-Business.22

With the internet, business organizations are having incredible approach of reaching the end users. But in the23
internet there will be both harmless and harmful users that may lead to lots of risk to the business organizations.24
The information availability to the end users is one of the main services adopted by every organization. At the25
same time the information becomes available to the malicious users also. Malicious users or hackers will use26
different techniques on organization’s internal systems to exploit vulnerabilities and compromise the system to27
access the sensitive information available in the system [1].28

Every organization needs to adopt a security measure to overcome the accessing of data from the hackers.29
Many organizations across the world deployed firewalls to protect their private network from the Public network.30
Firewall protects the internal system by controlling the incoming and outgoing network traffic based on rule set.31
As the business organizations needs some kind of access permissions to the internal systems for the Internet users.32
These permissions may cause some vulnerabilities in the Private network through which the malicious users will33
have a change to get in to the system. So, the firewalls will not provide the 100% guarantee of the organization34
in securing the sensitive data present in the system.35

One of the remedy to defence against the attacks in the network is intrusion detection system (IDS) [2]. An36
intrusion detection system (IDS) is used to monitor suspicious activities in the network traffic and alerts the system37
or network administrator. In some cases the IDS is not only used to detect the anomalous or maliceousstraffic38
but also for taking action such as blocking the user or source IP address from accessing the network.39

Initially, Intrusion Detection Systems [3,4] were implemented to run on individual hosts or network devices to40
monitor the inbound and outbound packets from the device and alert the user or administrator about suspicious41
activity. This sort of detection is called host based (HIDS) intrusion detection systems. But the gradual evolution42
of the network led to focus on network based (NIDS) intrusion detection systems which is used to monitor traffic43
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to and from all devices in the network by scanning all inbound and outbound traffic that would affect the overall44
speed of the network.45

Depending upon the type of analysis used to detect the anomalies, IDS are classified as Signature based and46
Anomaly based detection systems [5]. Signature based detection system also called misuse detection will monitor47
the network packets and check the availability of signatures in the database. If the pattern matches it specifies48
as attack. It is similar to the most antivirus software. The main limitation is it will only detect the attack whose49
attack patterns are already present in the database i.e., known malicious threats. It is unable to predict the new50
attacks. But the other type of analysis technique so called Anomaly based detection system will analyse the51
behaviour of the network and establish the baseline. If the activities in the network deviate from the baseline it52
will consider as malicious threat.53

The benchmark dataset usually adopted by the research community of intrusion detection is KDD99 [6]. Each54
record in the dataset is labelled as normal or attack. Each record in the dataset will consist of 41 features. The55
features are categorized into four clusters.56

2 Feature selection techniques57

Feature selection also called attribute selection or variable subset selection. It is used to select the subset of58
relevant features needed for the model. The data set used in the constructed model will consists of relevant,59
redundant or irrelevant features [7]. So, the key assumption used in the feature selection technique is removing60
the data which are redundant or irrelevant. The attribute or feature which does not provide any more information61
than the currently selected features then such type of features are called as Redundant and if the feature does62
not consist of useful information in any context then they are called as irrelevant features. Feature selection is63
also useful as part of the data analysis process, as it shows which features are important for prediction, and how64
these features are related [8,9].65

A feature selection technique provides the following benefits for analytical models:66
? Improves the performance of the system.67
? Increases the accuracy of prediction ? Need short time for training through which overall time of execution68

can be reduced.69
The performance of the system will depend on detection rate and the false alarm rate also called as false70

positive rate. The detection rate is defined as the number of malicious packets detected by the system (True71
Positive) divided by the total number of malicious packets present in the data set. False Alarm Rate is defined72
as the number of normal packets detected as malicious packets (False Positive) divided by the total number of73
normal packets. Normally the IDS need to have high detection rate and low false alarm rate. To retrieve have74
high detection rate and low false alarm rate training the system plays a vital role. To train and improve the75
performance of the system all the parameters of the packet is not needed. So, an appropriate feature selection76
technique has to be used to select the relevant features by removing the redundant and irrelevant features77
through which overall performance of the system can be increased by decreasing the training time and increasing78
the accuracy of detecting the attacks in the network [10,11].79

3 a) Correlation-based feature reduction (CFS)80

The Correlation Feature Selection (CFS) [12,13] is a simple filter algorithm for evaluating and ranks subset of81
features based on correlation evaluation function. By observing the ranks for the attributes we can predict the82
correlation of the features. The features with high correlation will be considered as relevant features and low83
correlation can be ignored as Irrelevant features.84

The following equation gives the correlation of features consisting k features: Information gain [14,15]85
determines the importance of the attribute in the total training dataset by analysing the information content of86
attributes. It is also used to predict the ordering of the nodes in the decision tree where nodes are considered as87
attributes. The highest information gain attribute is chosen as the splitting attribute for node N. This attribute88
minimizes the information needed to classify the list of attributes in the resulting partitions. By this approach,89
the needed expected number of tests can be minimized to classify a given list of attributes and guarantees that90
a simple tree is found.91

The information gain of the each attribute is calculated as follows:Gain (A) = Info (D) -Info A (D)92
Where, A?Attribute Info (D) ? Information content of the total dataset Info A (D) ?Information content of93

the Attribute A Information content of the total dataset is calculated as????????(??) = ? ? P ?? log 2 (P ?? )94
m i=195

Where, D ? Total dataset i? Total number of class labels in the data set P i ? Probability of class label i in96
the data set Information content of the Attribute A in the total dataset is calculated as???????? ?? (??) = ? |??97
?? | |??| × ????????(?? ?? ) ?? ?? =198

Where99

4 c) Gain ratio (GR)100

Gain ratio [16,17] is also a method which is used to define the importance of the attributes. It is a modified101
version of the information gain that reduces its bias on high-branch attributes. The values of the Gain ratio will102
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be Large when data is evenly spread and it is small when all data belongs to one branch. It will take Gain ratio103
takes into account the number and size of branches when choosing an attribute. It has modified the information104
gain by taking into account the essential information of a split. It is based on how much information is needed105
to tell which branch an instance belongs to. Gain ratio is calculated as follows Gain Ratio (A) = Gain (A) /106
SplitInfo (A) Where, Gain (A) ?The information gain of the attribute A Split Info (A) ?The splitting information107
of the attribute A The splitting information is calculated as follows?????????????????? ?? (??) = ? ? |?? ?? |108
|??| × log 2 ( |?? ?? | |??| ) ?? ?? =1109

Where Principal components analysis (PCA) [18] also known as the Karhunen-Loeve or K-L method is a useful110
statistical technique which is used to reduce the number of attributes or dimensions in the dataset without much111
loss in the information needed to analyse the data. The basic procedure is as follows [19,20]:112

1. Select the dataset for which the attributes or dimensions has to be reduced. 2. The dataset is normalized113
such that each attribute falls within the same range.114

5 Initially calculate the covariance between one115

attribute with the other and derive the covariance matrix. Covariance is calculated as After calculating the116
eigenvectors of the covariance matrix, then order the eigen values by highest to lowest. These values give the117
importance of the attributes. The attributes with lesser eigen values can be ignored and higher eigen values will118
be considered. The attributes after leaving out the lesser Eigen values is considered as feature vector. 6. Derive119
the final data set Final dataset = Row feature vector * Row data adjust Where, Row feature vector ? The120
transposed eigenvectors matrix with most important features at the top.????(??, ??) = ? (?? ?? ? ?? ? )(?? ??121
? ?? ? ) ?? ??=1 ?? ?122

Row data adjust ? The transposed mean-adjusted matrix (Attribute values in each column, with each row hol123
ding a separate dimension).124

6 e) Gini index (GI)125

The Gini index [21] is used to extract the attributes mainly needed to analyse the data set to detect the attacks.126
It measures the impurity of data set D. The attribute with highest gini index is treated as the unimportant127
attributes and the lowest gini index is treated as important attributes to detect the attacks. Gini index for the128
attribute A is calculated asGini (A) = Gini (D) ? GiniA (D)129

Where, Gini (D) ? impurity of the total dataset Gini A (D) ? impurity of the Attribute A Impurity of the total130
dataset is calculated as OLSP-QPSO [22] is an optimizing technique used to replace the QPSO. This technique is131
used to calculate the best swarm particles by applying a quadratic polynomial model. This process is an iterative132
process until the best swarm particles are been identified to analyse the attacks. The procedure for optimized133
QPSO algorithm is as follows 1. Swarm is initialized. 2. mbest is calculated 3. Update the position of the134
attributes 4. Estimate the fitness value for each attribute 5. If the present fitness value is better than the best135
fitness value in past, then update the existing fitness value by the current fitness value. 6. Update global best 7.136
Find the new attribute 8. If the new attribute is better than the worst attribute in the swarm, then replace the137
worst attribute by the new attribute 9. Repeat step 2 until maximum iterations is reached.Gini (D) = 1 ? ? P138
?? m i=12139

7 III. Comparison between the different feature selection tech-140

niques141

Feature selection plays a major role for achieving the high performance intrusion detection system. Many feature142
selection techniques were proposed to select the relevant attributes from the data set. Some of the feature143
selection techniques mainly used was discussed in the previous section. The standard data set mainly used to144
experiment the intrusion detection system is KDD cup 1999. The KDD cup 1999 [23] consists of approximately145
5 million training set records and 3 million test set records. The records are classified as normal or anomaly. The146
anomalies are broadly classified as four categories such as DoS, U2R, R2L and Probe. Only 19.86 % of the total147
training records are normal traffic and remaining are the attack traffic. Among the test set, 19.45 % is normal148
traffic and remaining is attack traffic. Each record in the data set will consists of 41 features. All the attributes149
in the data set is not needed to analyse the attacks in the network. So, appropriate technique has to be chosen to150
reduce the features for the data set. Selected feature reduction should not affect the performance of the system.151
The selected technique should increase the detection rate and decrease the false positives [24]. From the above152
table it is observed that among the specified feature selection techniques more number of attributes is reduced153
using the Optimized Least Significant Particle based Quantitative Particle Swarm Optimization (OLSP-QPSO).154
The performance of the system will depend on detection rate and the false alarm rate [25]. The detection rate is155
defined as the number of malicious packets detected by the system (True Positive) divided by the total number156
of malicious packets present in the data set. False Alarm Rate also called as false positive rate is defined as the157
number of normal packets detected as malicious packets (False Positive) divided by the total number of normal158
packets. Normally the IDS need to have high detection rate and low false alarm rate. This can be done by159
selecting the appropriate features needed to detect the attacks.160
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The general formulae used for detection rate and false alarm rate is calculated as follows161

8 Conclusion and future work162

This paper mainly focuses on the different feature selection techniques used to detect the attacks in the network.163
Feature selection techniques will decreased the training time of the network. By training the system by the164
appropriate feature selection technique will increases the performance of the system. 1

Figure 1:
165
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1

Feature selection Number of
attributes

methods selected
Correlation-based feature reduction (CFS) 10
Gain ratio (GR) 14
Information gain (IR) 20
Principal analysis (PCA) component12
Gini Index (GI) 18
Optimized Least Significant
Particle based Quantitative Particle 8
Optimization (OLSP-QPSO)

Figure 2: Table 1 :

2

Statistical results Feature selection methods Number
of at-
tributes
selected

Detection
rate

Correlation-based feature reduction (CFS) 10 97.78%
Gain ratio (GR) 14 96.56%
Information gain (IR) 20 96.30%
Principal component analysis (PCA) 12 97.20%
Gini Index (GI) 18 96.42%
Optimized Least
Significant Particle
based Quantitative Particle Swarm 8 98.33%
Optimization (OLSP-
QPSO)

Figure 3: Table 2 :

3

Feature
selection
methods
Attack
categories

Correlation-
based
feature
reduction
(CFS)

Gain
ratio
(GR)

Information
gain
(IR)

Principal
component
analysis
(PCA)

Gini
Index
(GI)

Optimized Least
Significant Particle
based Quantitative
Particle Swarm
Optimization (OLSP-
QPSO)

DoS 0.003 0.004 0.002 0.001 0.002 0.002
R2L 0.002 0.004 0.01 0.003 0.008 0.001
U2R 0.001 0.005 0.006 0.002 0.004 0.003
Probe 0.015 0.036 0.028 0.013 0.024 0.01

[Note: Figure 3 : False positive rate for attack categories V.]

Figure 4: Table 3 :
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